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ABSTRACT

We have developed Microstrip Gas Chamber (MSGC) by using Multi-Chip technology which enables
high-density assembly of bare LSI chips on a silicon board. Our MSGC was operated steadily with -10"
gain more than one week. An energy resolution of 15% (FWHM) for 5.9 keV X-ray of 55pe w a s

obtained. With very thin polyimide substrate of 16 |im thickness, two interesting phenomena were
observed; one is a strong dependence of gains on the back plane potential, and the other is little time
variation of gains. New type of MSGC with a guarding mask of a thin polyimide layer on the cathode
edges has been examined to reduce incidental electrical discharges between anode and cathode strips.
Furthermore, new approach to reduce the resistivity of the substrate has been examined. By these
approaches, the stability of the high gain operation of - 10^ has been drastically improved. In addition,
we discuss the possibility of the application of MSGC to the coded mask X-ray imaging detector for
astrophysics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip Gas Chamber has been proposed as a new high resolution position detector with
gas amplification, and its good features was demonstrated in 1988 by Oed [1]. Afterwards, a several
groups reported very encouraging results in the development of MSGC; good energy resolutions (12%
for 5.9 keV X-ray), position resolution of around 30 (im (rms), high rate capabilities up to 10'/s-cm2[2-5].
Thus, this new detector may satisfy almost of the demands required for tracking detectors of the next
decade listed below, which are beyond the conventional wire chamber technique,

(1) an operation under a high luminosity condition required for new hadron colliders, new
high-intensity accelerators, and new intense synchrotron radiation sources,
(2) good position resolutions (< 30 \xm) with two dimensional measurements required for a vertex
chamber of B-factory and hadron colliders,
(3) radiation hardness and aging problem under high luminosity conditions,
(4) matching with the manufacturing technology and Integrated Circuit technology.

Recently available new detectors such as Silicon Strip Detector (SSD) and Fiber Scintillator could be
considered as a candidate to satisfy these requirements. However, they face their own problem.
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MSGC has been usually made by using microelectronics technology (photolithography), where a
sequence of alternating thin anode and cathode is drawn in a few hundred (im pitch on an insulating
substrate. The closeness of electrodes and simpleness of the structure are expected to be the key factors
in resolving the problems mentioned above. Recently, some types of MSGC have been developed in
Europe. From these studies, the resistivity of a substrate and the shape of potential around an anode
which is created by cathode and back plane have been recognized to be crucially important in achieving
an enough gain of 101* and a long term stability.

We have developed a new type of MSGC using Multi-Chip Module technology which allows a high
density assembly of bare silicon LSI chips on a silicon wafer. This technology has been generally
available in semiconductor companies, and makes it possible to use various kinds of electronic
technology on a silicon wafer. If we make MSGC based on this technology, development and
applications of MSGC will be drastically accelerated . This technology makes it possible to use many
features realized in a printed circuit board on a silicon wafer with bare IC chips as follows; multi layer
printed pattern, through holes with a 20 \an diameter, micro registers and capacitors formed on a wafer,
face down technology which is an advanced method to connect directly between an IC pad and circuit
patterns without a bonding wire. When fine position sensitive detectors are used in an experiment,
management of huge channels is the most serious problem. In order to handle signals of a few
thousand channels per 100 cm^, a new connection method should be developed between IC amplifiers
and signal lines with a 100 \xm pitch. Multi-chip technology offers a natural solution to this problem.
Once the principle of gaseous amplification around an anode on a rigid substrate is understood, the
application of MSGC will be accelerated by employing Multi-chip technology.

Recently, our group and Pisa University group have reported the effectiveness of a very thin
substrate [8,9]. The gain of this type of MSGC was found to be sensitive to the potential on a back plane
under the substrate, which enabled us to reduce the potential of the cathode.

Here we report a new approach to the protection against discharge between an anode and a cathode,
which makes it possible to be free from sparking problem of MSGC. This problem is important for a
high gain operation with -10^ amplification which is required for the detection of minimum ionizing
particles. In addition, we have applied a new method in reducing the surface resistivity of polyimide
which is the substrate of our MSGC.

As mentioned previously, MSGC has a lot of good features which would not be obtained by
conventional wire chambers. Therefore, it is expected to be applied to many fields, for example, a high
position resolution tracker for hadron colliders of SSC and LHC, beam counters for high intensity
accelerator experiment, and an X-ray imaging device for high intensity Synchrotron Radiation
Source. In this paper.we discuss a possibility of the application of MSGC to X-ray Astronomy as a coded
mask hard X-ray imaging detector.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

Figure 1 shows the structure of our MSGC, which were realized on a thin polyimide plate of 16 nm
thickness on a 5"-silicon wafer. On the polyimide layer, narrow anode and cathode strips were formed
by using photolithography technology. To define drift field, another cathode plane was placed at 7 mm
above the silicon substrate. Between the silicon wafer and the thin polyimide layer, there was a back
plane electrode which is made by evaporating gold plane. We have tested 9 patterns of the combination
among anode strips of 5, 10 and 20 fxm widths and cathode strips of 33, 66, and 99 urn widths, with 200 nm
pitch.The precision of the width was better than 0.1 |im. The pattern was made of gold with 1 ^m
thickness. Those strips, as well as the back plane electrode, were deposited on an intermediate thin
layer of 10 A thick titanium, because gold does not adhere well to the polyimide surface. Gold electrodes
were used because of its good conductivity and chemical stability. In our prototype, an effective area of
each pattern was 10x30 mm'
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Figure 1. A cross section of the detector assembly.

It is noteworthy that the very thin substrate of polyimide (16 \im thickness) was formed on a silicon
wafer compared with those of other MSGCs' (100-500 nm thickness). Polyimide is used in Multi-chip
technology as a surface insulator, which has extremely high iesistivity of 10*° ficm at room
temperature. Since polyimide is widely used in wire chambers as an insulator of a cathode pattern, it is
not difficult to infer that too high resistivity of substrate would sometimes cause the time variation of a
gain by the accumulation of ions on the surface. Certainly some groups reported the observation such a
time variation.

Since ions produced near an anode move along field lines and are accumulated at the cross points
between field lines and the surface, parallel field lines near the surface may reduce the accumulation
of ions on the surface. Thin thickness of the substrate enhances the concentration of the field lines
between anode and cathode, and field lines would be nearly parallel under the surface. Due to this
effect, time variation of the gains is expected to be reduced.

Only four anodes were connected together to a low-noise charge integrated amplifier with integration
time of 4.8 fisec. This signal was sent to a shaping amplifier (ORTEC 450 Research Amplifier). A gas
mixture of Argon-Ethane 80%-20% was used at atmospheric pressure through out the measurements.

3.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE FIRST PROTOTYPE

Using an ^ F e X-ray source at low rate, we have measured the dependence of proportional gains on
the cathode voltage , where a pattern of a 20 îm anode and a 90 \xm cathode was used with the drift voltage
(Vj) at 850 V and the back plane electrode (Vb) at ground potential. In fig.2, the gain dependence on the
cathode voltage (Vc) is shown. At Vc -500V, the gain is estimated to reach around 10^.

Figure 3 shows a typical pulse height spectrum of the " F e signals; the energy resolution is estimated
to be better than 15% at FWHM for 5.9 keV X-rays, where the low energy side is due to the leakage of
drift electrons from the four readout anodes. As for the rate dependence of the gains, no gain variation
was observed during one-hour irradiation of 100|jCi ^ S r source.



The dependence of the gains on the applied voltages on the back plane electrode (Vb) was measured as
shown in fig. 4. The gain at Vb=-150V was twice as large as that for the normal condition. As for the
time-dependent modification of the gains, however, the gain drop of -60% within 20 minutes was
observed at Vb=-100V, while the gain in the normal condition was stable for more than one day (fig.5).
This gain variation may have been caused by charging up due to high resistivity of our polyimide
(- lO1^ £3cm) where the shape of the electric field is changed depending on the voltage of
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Figure 4. Dependence of the gain on the back plane
voltage (Vb) at fixed cathode and drift voltages.
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Figure 5. Relative gains as a function of time
after application of different back plane
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4.IMPROVEMENT IN SPARKING AND SPACE CAHRGB PROBLEMS

As shown in fig.6, traces of discharges between anodes and cathodes were observed by inspecting the
electrodes with an electron microscope. In most of the cases the anode electrode was damaged by
discharge concentrically occurring from a point source on the adjacent cathode edge. This point source
may be caused by a very smell dust in the atmosphere. To reduce the probability of this type of
discharge, we put a mask pattern over the edge of all the cathode strips with 1 [am thickness of polyimide
as shown in fig.7 because a round edge of the electrode is difficult to form in the photolithography
technology. Since the potential on the edge of the cathode has no effect on the gas amplification, this
mask pattern would not affect the performance of MSGC.

Figure 6. A typical sample of electron microscopy of anode (a) and cathode (b) strips with traces of
discharges, where the width anode wire is 5 (jm.

Figure 7. Electron microscopy of a cross section around a cathode strip. Both cathode edges are coated
with a thin layer of polyimide.

On this new type, we supplied high cathode potential of -600V repeatedly. However, we observed few
discharges which did not give any critical damage on anodes according to an inspection with a
microscope. This is to be contrasted with the previous type, which frequently sparked above -500 V.
Figure 8 shows the gain dependences of anodes of 5 |jm and 10 (jm widths on the cathode potential up to
700 V(hereafter, all measurements were done with Vb=0V and V(j=-700V). Around 600 V, the gain was
estimated to reach more than -101* for all types of anodes. For the previous type of our MSGC, stable
operation over one day was only possible at the cathode voltage below 500 V. When applied Vc was more
than 500 V, we could not operate steadily because occasional continuous sparking sometimes gave



critical damage to anodes. After sparking it was difficult to operate MSGC at the cathode voltage more
than 500 V again. Thanks to this guarding mask of the cathode, the operation with the high potential of
-600 V has become stable. It enables us to apply MSGCs for the detection of minimum ionizing particles
with thin gas layer of less than 3 mm gap.

The energy resolution was however worse than that of the previous type. The energy resolutions of
25% at 500 V and 30% at 600 V ( FWHM) were obtained, where the energy resolution at 500 V was worse
by -10% compared with the previous one.The distortion of electric filed upon the substrate due to the
guarding mask might affect the energy resolution. Small time variation of gain was also observed,
which is considered to be caused by the same reason. As remarked in the previous section, the decrease
of the resistivity of the substrate down to lO1^ ficm is certainly necessary for the stable operation and
good energy resolution.

Now we have tried new approach to reduce the resistivity of the substrate. Until now ion
implantation of boron was performed on quartz substrate to reduce the resistivity by Angelini et al.[2].
SDC group[7] also proposes the use of ion implantation on polyimide substrate. Since ion implantation
technique is not convenient for the Multi-Chip process, the use of this technique would, even if possible,
increase the cost of production drastically in a commercial base. Here we applied the adhesion
promoter on the polyimide substrate, which is a common technique to attach metal on polyimide in the
Multi-Chip process. With this method, organic titanium was coated on a surface of polyimide with
very thin thickness. Figure 9 compares the time variation of gains for guarding mask MSGC with and
without this. It is clearly observed that the adhesion promoter suppresses the time variation to a 10 %
level compared with that for the simple polyimide substrate. At this ti*ne we have not measured the
resistivity of the polyimide coated with organic titanium. By changing the amount of the organic
titanium in the adhesion promoter, we may easily control the resistivity of the polyimide substrate.
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These two improvements have made it possible to study systematic tests for some parameters of
MSGC. Hereafter, all measurements were done with MSGC improved by both the guarding mask and
the adhesion promoter. The gain dependence on the Vc was measured as shown in fig.10, where the
behavior of gain dependence indicates that this organic titanium coating did not make significant



effect on the gas amplification. Also, the gain dependence on the width of an anode for 10 and 20 |jm
widths was measured . The narrower the width, the higher the gain was observed, which is likely to
indicate that gas amplification occurs not around the edge of an anode but on the all part of surface. If it
is correct, the edge of an electrode of MSGC has no functions for gas amplification but only causes
sparking which sometimes give critical damage. From this point of view, it seems to be effective for the
stable operation that electrodes of both anode and cathode are embedded in the substrate of the low
resistivity insulator, and only the surface of electrodes is apparent from the substrate.

We have also measured the gain dependence on the distance between anode and cathode as shown in
fig.11, where a pitch between anode and cathode was fixed at 200 \xm and only cathode widths were
changed. As expected from standard electrostatics, a smaller gap between anode and cathode certainly
indicates larger gas amplification. These results ensures the possibility of the very high position
resolution MSGC with a 100 pm pitch in which the position resolution is about 30 nm comparable to that of
a silicon strip detector.

The measurement of the resistivity of the coated substrate has just started. More systematic study is
necessary to ensure the method to control the resistivity of the substrate to the value around 1 0 ^ Qcm. In
addition, we now examine another method to reduce the resistivity by coating the surface of the
polyimide with silica-nitride of lO1^ J2cm resistivity.
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5.APPLICATION TO THE CODED X-RAY IMAGING DETECTOR

The simple structure and the fine position resolution of a MSGC allows us to design a new
imaging telescope for X-ray astronomy by using a coded aperture technique. An imaging capability
with several x several degree"* field of view is required to survey X-ray sources in the sky or to study
crowded regions such as the galactic center. Moreover the ability to measure the source and the
background simultaneously is important for the observation of the astronomical sources with a weak
flu.x in the presence of variable background.



MSGC is in general expected to provide both a fine position resolution of -60 |am (rms) and a
good energy resolution of - 15% (FWHM) at 5.9 keV. In principle, the combination of MSGC as a
position sensitive detector (PSD) and a coded mask with a -100 pirn diameter hole, which is placed -40
cm above PSD, makes it possible to achieve -1 arc min. of the angular resolution. In addition, MSGC is
suitable to study time variations of compact objects because of its good time resolution.

Based on the fabrication techniques which has been already established, we have started to
design a new detector in the hard X-ray region from a few keV to around 60 keV, The designed telescope
consists of MSGC, an active shield, and a coded mask. Since carbon slate can be used as a base of our
MSGC instead of a silicon wafer, the amount of the matarial of MSGC will be minimized compared with
a connectional wire proportional chamber. Our prototype MSGC has an effective area of 4.5 x 4.5 cnfi
and a gas volume of 5 cm thickness.This compact size of MSGC allows us to place MSGC in the very
tight active shield which is very efficient to achieve the low back ground rate. In order to enhance the
full peak efficiency at the high energy end, MSGC is filled with 2-atm pressurized Xe gas.

Figure 12(a) shows one unit of our detectors, where MSGC is placed in the bottom of the well-type
active shield made of inorganic scintillator (CsI(Tl) or BGO). At the top of the protruded part of the well,
the properly designed mask such as the uniformly redundant array is mounted. The well defines the
field of view of the detector to be 3.6° x 3.6° full width. In order to enlarge an effective area, the identical
MSGC's with the well-type shield are assembled in "compound-eye" configuration (fig.12 (b)). Since
the complicated support structure is not necessary for the mask system, the number of units is easily
expandable. In addition, each unit is surrounded by neighboring units which act as additional active
shield.
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Figure 12. Side and top views of one unit of the coded X-ray imaging detector (a), and of total system
which consists of 64 units (b).



For the coded mask detector in the hard X-ray region, the low and uniform background
environment is a key factor to achieve the high sensitivity. Using the well-shaped shield, backgrounds,
which are caused by y rays from the off-aperture and/or charged particles penetrating through MSGC,
are reduced effectively [10]. Additionally, almost of y-rays from the (3-7 decays of unstable isotope,
which are produced in the detector volume or materials, are able to be detected by this shield surrounded
almost in 4.T str. The effectiveness of well-type shield in achieving the low background rate has been
demonstrated in the balloon experiments [11).

In the present design, 64 units of the MSGC are used to form the telescope and the total effective area
is 1296 cm2 at 10 keV and 464 cm2 at 60 keV. With the field of view of 4 mstr, the expected 3-sigma
sensitivity for the continuum emission is 8 x 10"^ photons/s/cm2/keV at 10 keV and 2.5 x 10"^
photons/s/cm2/keV at 60 keV for the energy band AE/B = 50% (Observation time -105s). Note that
because of the fine angular resolution we will be free from the confusion limit.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

We have developed a new type of Microstrip Gas Chamber which was formed on a silicon wafer by
using Multi-Chip technology which is commercially available among semiconductor companies. The
structure of a very thin substrate compared with the spacing between anode and cathode was found to be
very important for steady operation and reducing the operational voltage on the cathode by adjusting the
back plane potential, which indicates a possibility to operate MSGC only with dry batteries. At the next
stage, an improvement to prevent sparking emitted from a sharp cathode edge was done by coating
edges with a thin polyimide layer of l^m thickness, which has drastically improved the durability for
sparking. In addition, we have examined a simple approach for the reduction of the resistivity of the
substrate, where organic titanium was coated on the surface. Although this examination is still on the
way, the stability of the gain has been certainly improved. By these improvements, a practical steady
operation with high gain of 104 is expected to be realized soon.

For this improved MSGC, systematic studies of dependence on electrodes were performed. In
particular the narrower anode pattern, the higher the gain was observed, which seems to indicate that
gas amplification occurs not at the edge but on the surface of an anode. Since a narrow anode is expected
to give a better energy resolution [12], the combination of narrow anode with precise position and
guarding mask will enable us to achieve main requirements for gas detectors; precise position
resolution and good energy resolution. Also, this study showed that MSGC with small pitch of 100 |am
will may be operated at low voltage of about 300 V.

We consider that the final problem in preventing the practical use of MSGC is the space charge effects
on the substrate. We hope to confirm that a small surface resistivity, thin substrate, and guarding of the
cathode edge make it possible to operate MSGC steadily as well as MWPC.

As a next development of MSGC, two dimensional large MSGC with 50x50 mm2 effective area is
being designed, which will be a prototype for an X-ray imaging device used at an intense Synchrotron
Radiation Source facility. A pixel type detector with anode size of around 20 (im in diameter can be
easily formed by using through-hole technique in the Multi-Chip technology. This device will be an
ultimate imaging device, if possible. This is a fascinating challenge to be investigated from now on.
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